SIMPLIFIED OFFLINE
ASSET MANAGEMENT
Statistically 60% of large companies do not proactively manage offline IT assets. An
organization’s IT infrastructure is one of the biggest investments made and the most critical
components to staying in business for companies of all sizes.
Proper offline IT Asset Management is a critical function for any organization and the reality
is that less than 40% of organizations have implemented any type of ITAM program.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
D Proactive, holistic
management of IT
Assets

D ‘Aegis Asset Protect’
- proprietary SaaS
platform that actively
tracks hardware
lifecycles and plans for
decommissioning and
retirement

Aegis Asset Protect, our SaaS Asset Management platform
is a cloud based IT asset tracking solution designed for
businesses of all sizes. By simplifying common operations
like adding assets, updating asset detail, and planning for
future needs, it allows busy IT professionals to gain control
of the assets in their organization while keeping up with
other projects.
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Repository: Register, manage and report on all IT assets in one central application. Search through
your online and offline assets by any attribute at any time. Have a complete history of actions
performed on an asset from cradle to grave.
Customizable: Almost every field in Aegis Asset Protect is free form because we don’t want to
force you to manage your assets a certain way or change your preferred way of tracking. This
allows you to get started within minutes and implement your own processes along the way.
Simple: Common asset management tasks are made as simple as possible so you can spend
time doing other things. Add assets in different ways like scanning an asset tag or importing a
spreadsheet. Update assets as they move throughout the enterprise and change statuses.
Plan with Accuracy: Not only can you retrieve information on your current resources quickly, you
can also plan effectively for resources and budget needed in upcoming years.Don’t worry about
overspending or wasting resources when you use Aegis Asset Protect.
Offline Asset Management: Once you have a clear understanding of where your online assets
are located and who owns them, you can start automating offline asset activity. Create standard
operating procedures for how assets behave during workflows like onboarding or disposition to
ensure offline assets are managed properly and reach their final destination.
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